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PVAMU student enjoys
benefits of hard work
See Vendor on page 7
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Doctor experiments at
international confrence
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By Corey Johnson
Panther Staff

.
Dr. Satwat Shakir from the Prairie
View A&MUniversity (PVAMU) computer scienc~ depart1?ent recently attended the EuroptoSer1es Meeting on Remote Sensing in Venice
Italy.
'
Shakir was invited to display his environmental experiments for one week at the
International Conference.
The symposium consisted of several
agricultural collaborations all of which incorporated remote sensing equipment in research
endeavors.
Dr. Shakir's study entitled Spectral
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See Shakir on page 15

PV AMO students march against rape.

Students pave the way to anti-rape
alized the problems facing
PVAMU's campus in terms of
Panther Staff
awareness and prevention of
"Hope Up ... Rape sexual assault crimes.
Down," were the words that
"Our mission is to end
rang across campus Oct. 5, as sexual violence by educating
over 150 students, male and and enlightening all students
female, joined together in the through prayer, rallies,
years first ever Anti-Rape marches, programs, seminars,
March held on the campus of and counseling," said Coleman.
According to Coleman,
Prairie View A&MUniversity
(PVAMU).
education and awareness is the
The march began at 6
p.m. at the flagpole at the
" I rruly rhink
university's entrance and prorhe march was a
ceeded around Hobart Taylor,
ending at the Memorial Stuspirirual one and
dent Center (MSC) where a
a good srarr for
brief seminar was held to educate students on ways to prerhe year."
vent sexual violence.
Senior engineering
- Andrea Womack,
major Kendall Coleman, antiJunior
rape activist and founder of
Women and Men Against Rape
(WAR), planned the march key to eliminating sexual viowith support from counselors lence on campus.
The campus police
at the Owens-Franklin Health
also
aided
students as they
Center. Coleman, who also
serves as a Community Assis- marched to the MSC shouttant in University Village, re- ing, "Here we come to save

By Felicia Walker

the day, if you rape you will
pay!", "Get up, get out and do
something, rape at PV must
die!" and "NO, means, NO!"
Representation at the
march included students of
the Peer Assistance Leadership Program (PALS), Omega
Psi Phi, Iota Phi Theta, Phi
Beta Sigma, Wisconsin Sleepers and Zeta Phi Beta.
Although many in attendance at the event expected male representation to
be low, the number of males
present at the march nearly
equaled the number of females.
"A lot of times females think that males do not
care about issues like this,
and so much male participation made us feel united and
ready to support each other;"
said freshman Juanika Davis.
The Center Against
Sexual Assault (CASA) reports that 75 percent of sexual
abuse involves alcohol or drug
usage and another 75 percent
ofraped women knew the per-

son that assaulted them. In
flyers announcing the AntiRape March, Coleman emphasize the idea that rape is the
kind of issue that students are
either for or against, and if you
are against it they should be
willing to take a stand and
fight for a change.
"The importance of an
event like this one is understated. We need to invest more
time because issues like these
effect all of us and are detrimental to the well-being of our
campus," said Senior Wayne
Johnson.
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See March on page 3
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March From page 1

Fact or Fiction?

this type of behavior on our
campus," said WilJiams. Williams added that students are
encouraged t;o take advantage
ofthe special services provided
in the health center to help
students deal with such issues as anger management
and alcohol and drug abuse,
two of the major components
of sexual assault cases. All
services in the OwensFranklin Health Center are
confidential.
Parker who agrees
with the idea that education
is the key, announced that one
in every three persons experiences domestic violence.

Health sites share questionable advice
the internet in droves.
Yet, I believe in some
areas the internet has overJoyce Dixon stepped its boundaries.
Editor-In-Chief
I came across some
information recently about
health websites. At first they
seemed harmless enough. The
convenience of having basic
medical information at the
My mother always touch of a button appeared to
finds a reason to impart words be very beneficial.
I learned that there
ofwisdom to me. I believe one
ofher favorite things to say is, are a number of discrepancies
"Everything that looks good and conflicting medical advice
to you isn't necessarily good from site to site.
For example, the exfor you." I think mom should
give that advice to internet perts at Johns Hopkins
University's Intelihealth Web
users everywhere.
The Internet has be- site say taking vitamins isn't
come a tool that is hard to live widely regarded as a way to
without. It has become a must treat or control Hepatits C.
for every student, educator, But, if y~u ask Flash Gordon,
professional, politician, and M.D., the most popular health
many others all over the world. guruatwww.wevmd.com, he'll
In order t;o keep up with the
changing times, the latest
technology and just to be generally informed people flock to See Web on page 3

Parker advised students t;o report all and any
cases of sexual assault. She
also provided students with
information about a new law
passed by Congress which allows the victim of a sexual
assault crime to report anonymously. Coleman and WAR
staffrealize that trust is often
given to acquaintances to
quickly and can lead to dan-

Gun
violence reaches
.
unexplainable heights
ByYauna

Estes
Copy Editor
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Violence is exploding
in the United States at an
unexplainable rate.
Inspite of precautions
that are taken, the waiting
period to gain access to guns,
somehow guns seem to be fallingint;o the wrong hands. The
hands of the mentally unstable, children, and those who
can illegally sell them on the
streets for profit.
On Sept. 15, Larry
Gene Ashbrook opened fire on
a youth rally at Wedgewood
Baptist Church in FortWorth.
Armed with two handguns,
he shot and killed three adults
and four teen-agers before
turning the gun on himself.
As reported in the
Houston Chronicle, witnesses

to the shooting said Ashbrook
was cursing and muttering
attacks against the Baptist
church as he methodically
fired and reloaded two pistols.
He was said t;o possibly have
strong white supremacy beliefs.
In Ridgefield, NJ on
Sept. 27, Gladys Ricart's life
was taken from her by Augustine Garcia, her 39-year-old
ex-boyfriend. As Ricart posed
for her wedding photos,
Garcia, dressed as a wedding
guest and carrying a briefcase,
pulled out a handgun and shot
her several times. Ricart was
pronounced dead at the scene.
Let's not forget the list
of school shootings that occurred from 1996 to the
present.
On Dec. 1, 1997, in
Paducah, Ky., three students
were killed and five wounded
while taking part in a prayer
circle in the hallway of their

See Guns on page 3

gerous situations like sexual
assault.
"Never walk alone

with some you just met, stay
in well lighted areas when
walking a night, especially
around campus," said
Coleman.
Although 75 percent
ofrape victims know their attacker, they rarely take the
time to ask questions about
the person when they first

meet them.
one should know before pursuing relationships
further or creating dangerous
situations.
"I truly think the
march was a spiritual one and
a good start for the year. I
hope to see success on the campus," said Junior Andrea
Womack.

Web from page 2
tell you different. Gordon
singles out vitamins C and E
as the diet supplements doct;ors think can help hepatitis
patients.
So should you betyour
health on Web site advice?
Several experts wam
against using health sites.
They can be overrun with problems such as unethical advertising, conflicts of interest or
simply bad advice.
The American Medical Association suggests that
on-line health sites should be
held to medicine's standards
of trustworthiness.

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a leuer to 1he
editor atP .0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 71446 or in the
Memorial StudentCent.er,room 114. Al\ submissions are
subject to editing and must include me authors name and
telephone number.

Establishing credibility is one of the toughest chal-

lenges for health Web sites,
yet leading sites say that consumers hold them to higher

standards.
Several discrepancies
can be found on different web
sites regarding the same
health issues.
Health officials fear
consumers will risk making a
self-diagnosis based on biased
or unreliable information.
Isn't it wonderful that

Remuluable FREE And Low-Pay Solutions tor College Students
Wltb Money Problems
No Scholarships? No Grants? No Loans? No Money to Spare? Don't hurt your head over
,t for there is a way you can help pay for your education and have money left over for
Christmas shOpprng. With the holiday season soon upon us you must act qwci.ly. So
HURRY! For the earlier you st;rt the faster you will benefiL To learn mores1mply
RUSH to a computer and point your mouse to:
http·/t,vww.ao••Wce com/tg/j wRJcasb,b1ml
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into his junior high class with ton, TX. A 15-year-old girl is
a hunting rifle, and opens fire, shot and wounded at a suburkiUing the teacher and two ban Houston high school. The
gun was in a student's backstudents.
On Feb. 19, 1997, pack, and went offin the classBethal Alaska, a 16-year-old room.
student opens fire with a shotApril 20, 1999,
gun and kills the principal and Littleton, Colo. Two young
a student. Two other students men wearing long black trench
are wounded.
coats opened fire in a suburMarch 24, 1998, ban high school Twenty stuJonesboro Ark. Four girls and dents were injured, 15 were
a teacher are shot to death, killed.
and 10 others wounded durMay
20,
1999,
ing
a
false
fire
alarm
at
Conyers,
GA
In
the
town
east
Guns from page 2
Westside Middle School. Two of Atlanta, a student opened
boys aged 11 and 13, opened fire at Heritage High School.
school.
Itwas exactly one month after
Oct. 1, 1997, Pearl, fire from the woods.
On
April
24,
1998,
a
the April 20th slaughter at
Miss. A 16-year-old is accused
science
teacher
is
shot
to
death
Columbine High School in
of killing his mother then goinfrontofstudentsatagraduLittleton, Colo. Six students
ingtoschool and shooting nine
ation
dance
in
Edinboro,
Pa.
A
were
injured.
students, killing three.
14-year-old
is
accused
of
comMore precautions
Feb. 2, 1996, Moses
mitting
this
crime.
should
be taken to prevent
Lake, Wash. A 14-year-old boy
May
21,
1998,
Housoccurrances
such as these.
wearing a trench coat walks

we are living in a time where
we have to work less and enjoy life more?
I'm not too sure. It
seems great that we can get
all the information we want
at the touch of a butt.on, yet I
still believe somethings are
better done the old-fashioned
way.
Medical
advice
should only be given by a licensed health care provider.

OUTDOOIIS
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MAIL OR FAX RESUME, WITH COVER LETTER AND
SALARY HISTORYTO
ACADEMY
1800 N. Mason Rd.
Katy, TX 774-49
281-646-5692
Re: Personnel Mgr.
Equal Opporwni,y Employ<L Aademy;. • Smol«-Fm: Envuonmmt. No Phone Callt Pt.....

GET MONEY fROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Yo~ Uncle Sam. Every
ear Army ROTC awards
!cholaishi s to hundreds of
talented ~tudents . If you
qualify thesemerit-based
schol~ships can help you
paytuitionandeducational

I

fees. They even pay a flat ~ate
for textbooks a~d supplies.
You can also receive an allowanceofupto$1500tactsc~o~l
year the scho ars P lS ~
effect. ~ind out today if
you qualify.

~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Find out more. Contact CPT Kizzie at 409-857-4612.
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Honda All-Stars welcome
competitive minds
Kalyn Bullock
Panther Staff

Over the years Prairie View A&MUniversity (PVAMU)
has participated on the Honda Campus All-Star Team
(HCAST). During the 1998-1999 school year, the PVAMU
team made it to the national level and traveled to Washington,
D. C., where they finished in 13th place.
The Honda Campus All-Star Challenge is a question
and answer game played between two teams with four players
per team. The HCAST competes in various competitions
against other colleges and universities.
Being a part of the Honda Campus All-Star Challenge
takes a Jot ofwork and knowledge on various subjects such as:
geography, science, history, music, health, sports and religion.
Becoming a part of the team broadens a persons horizons, and
enhances their knowledge.
"Being a part ofthe Honda Campus All-Star Challenge
Team is fun. I have competed for three years, and I'm
attempting to compete this year," said Team Captain, Eric
McNair. "One thing I have learned from being a member of the
(HCAST) is that it will help you in the future. This year our
goals and aspirations are to make it to the semi-finals for the
final four, by doing whatever it takes to win."
Most o{ a\\, the number one thing about being on the

CAMPUS
NEWS
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Class Election Results
SOPHOMORE
Ronnie Davis Jr- President
Sheleah Hughes-V.President
Jamilia Jackson- Secretary
Erica Hughes- Queen
Charles Phillips- King

FRESHMAN
Janola Massaquoi- President
Donielle M. Ryals-V.President
Roderick Pullum- Secretary
Kymbrel Mosely- Queen
Zebedee Carey- King

SENIOR
Kevin Miles- President
Keely Ross- V. President
Gwen Sterling- Queen
Troy K. Robinson- King

JUNIOR
Elena Stephens- President
Ashley Thompson- V. President
Sh'nay Collins- Queen
Roosevelt Gloyd Ill- King

Shakir from page 1

diometer measuring reflections of energy in some areas
of vegetation.
With the help of the
HSCI, data measurements
can be gathered and examined easily. The satellite's
information is then analyzed
using an Index of Relative
Stress (IRS) comparing the
amount of stressed vegetation to unstressed vegetation
in the environment.
Dr. Shakir and his
partner Gwahid then use a
Graphic Information System

(GIS) to help them to analyze
and display their information.
This year's conference
featured researchers from
laboratories in Athens,
Greece, Los Alamos, New
Mexico, and Shanghi, China.
Dr. Shakir and
Gwahid are part of an ongoing study conducted in conjunction with Purdue University.
His primary goal is to
use research to enhance access to environmental data.

mental problems in the Gulf
of Mexico and Nile River.
These problems include habitat loss, pollution
and climate changes with the
goal of eliminating their effects on vegetative development.
Shakir has developed
the Hyper Spectral Component Index (HSCI) to help him
gather data.
This is a system that
combines
a satellite and a ra\.eiam. \11, "~eu.n.v; n.ew tnends, na,nnv; a bead tu\\ ot new
memories and increasing your networking opportunities in
1
order to find a job, McNair said. Also, an important key to
Protect your
remember when it comes to meeting new friends is that "you
The confusion surrounding Y2K provides one more opportunity for scam artist to take
are competitors for a few minutes, but friends for life, he said.
advantage of consumers.
Try-outs for the team are held in the MSC Ballroom on
Protect yourself:
October 11-14 at 6 p. m. The deadline for registration is October
Never give out personal information including your bank account or credit card
11th. Students are instructed to come in teams of four to five
numbers over the phone or online unless you're familiar with the business and have initiated
people. The fifth person is an alternate.
the contact. Scam artist have a way with words. Don't fall for lines from strangers telling you
how to "verify" their identity.
. Te~ms who win first, second, and third place will
rece~v~ pnzes . from the school tournament. The top five
Be on the alert for unauthorized charges to your credit card. Ifyou haven't authorized
participants will attend the national competition in Orlando
a charge, don't pay it -- dispute it. Follow your credit card issuer's procedures for disputing
Fla., March 22-26, 2000.
'
a charge.
For more information, contact Herbert Thomas in
If you notice unauthorized debits to your checking or saving account, contact your
Career Services at ext. 2055, or McNair at 7776.
financial institution immediately.
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Panther Battalion awarded ROCKs scholarship once again
By Captain Kizzie
Special to the Panther

The cadets from the
Panther Battalion have done
it again.
Three Army cadets
took home the national scholarship awards from the
ROCKs, Inc.
The ROCKs, Inc., established in 1974, is a nonprofit organization made up
of active U.S. military.
The organization also
includes retired personnel,
widows, widowers ofdeceased
members, and of other uniform services.
ROCKs
provide
mentoring and professional
development.
The organization also
provides social interaction to
strengthen the Officer Corps
of the Military.
The organization's
primary focus is on minorities and women pursuing mili-

tary careers
because of the
lack of minorities in
military service.
C a <lets
Luis
Cruz-Rivera,
2Lt.
Irvin
Oliver, and
Michael
Washington, Cadet Cruz-Rivera, Lt. Oliver, Ltc Pearson, and
won
the Cadet Washington pose proudly after cadets, with
Roscoe
C. trophies in hand, won national scholarships awards.
Cartwright
scholarships.
ton said.
Lt. Oliver has since re"We'll be shooting for
ceived his commission and is at it again next year".
Fort Knox attending the Amor
Ltc. Mark Pearson
Officer Basic Course.
thought of anothers who
PVAMU made a clean would be proud.
sweep by winning the sopho"You can't imagine
more, junior and senior schol- the amount of pride the
arships for the second time in PVAMU alumni have when
the scholarship's 20th year his- they see us accomplish great
tory.
things," he said.
"We want that trophy
"It really makes the
to stay at PVAMU," Washing- whole thing worthwhile."
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PVAMU among IR for ROTC
By Angela Smoot
Special to the Panther

Dr. Dollie Brathwaite, dean of the College of Nursing
College at Prairie View A&MUniversityjoined approximately
170 Institutional Representatives (IR) from colleges and universities all over the United States for a visit to the 1999 Army
Reserves Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) Advance Camp on
July 18-21.
The visit gave Brathwaite and other IRs an opportunity to view over 3,800 cadets in action during the Army's
premier training exercise in leadership. The educators observed and participated in numerous training events which
included the Field Leadership Reaction Course, individual
tactical training, hand grenade and machine-gun assault
courses and a squad patrolling exercise emphasizing basic
infantry tactic.
The events also included a tour to one of the U.S.
Army's first-class medical facilities, Madigan Medical Center,
for educators representing Partnership in Nursing Education
schools.
The 31-day camp incorporated a wide variety of subjects designed to develop and evaluate leadership ability. Each
cadet is placed in a variety of leadership positions, some
stressful, in order to reinforce positive leadership traits.
ROTC is the largest officer generating organization
within the American military with approximately 75 percent
of all officers in the U.S. Army receiving their commission
through the.program. ROTC Advance Camp bas been held at
Fort Lewis in Washington D.C. since 1997.

finances from year 2000 scam artists
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Get 6 :M:o:n.ths of Hair Ca.re
Services for

$50.00
Services Include:
•Weekly Shampoo & Roller Sets
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• CNnch. Punch
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HEMPSTEAD

34110th St.
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(409) 826-6630

Activation

Voice Mall
Pager Case

• Standing Appointnients
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The Black College Virtual Job Fair offers exc iting career
opportunities for all ma jors . Vis it the virtual job fair at

•Quality Hair Products Used
• Professional Service

15" .......... $99

BRENHAM

700 G West Alamo
(Across from Pizza Hut)

(409) 251-8884

281-278-9047
18 years of uperunce
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www. BlackVo ices .c om and click into your fu t ure .
All graduating sen io rs, graduate students and juniors
looking for internships are eligible to participate-

'
Participants
will be able to:
• Research company Information
• Sea;th for available Jobs or Internships
• Submit eledronlc resumes to company recruiters, and morel

all you need is a resume and access to the Web!
For more info, email VJF@b lackvoices .com

WHERE

AFRICAN-AMERICANS LIVE ONLINE
blackvolces.com AOL KEYWORD: Black Voices

A Tribune Company
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PVAMU staff member

Vendor wins big

ends misconceptions
"Army ROTC has helped
me get back in shape and
taught me discipline. It has
also given me a good
mentor."

-since I have entered the Anny

\

HOTC Program at Prairie Wew
A&M University, it has changed my
wlwle view ofcollege. Because of
ROTC, when I graduate I will have
skills and abilities that will no/ only
prepare me/or the Army, but for
life as well. "

enced the culture, people, language, and customs.
Israel is the holy land
and land of origin of most religions.
Nothing can quite prepare first-time visitors for the

By Yauna Estes
Copy Editor

France, Russia, Italy, Romania, United States or many
other nations. It is truly a
country of wealth.
PVAMU staffmember
Gwendolyn Richie r('!cently
visited my class, and put an
end to a lot of the misconceptions we may have had about
Israel. She provided us with
pictures, and unbelievable descriptions. Richie moved to
Israel with her son and daughter to make Aliyah, or an immigration to Jerusalem.
During the period
when Richie was leaving for
Isreal, 40,000 Russian Jews
made their first Aliyah.
Richie expected to
have smooth sailing from the
United States to Jerusalem;
she had all of her paperwork
and a work visa. There were a
lot of Ethiopian Jews, and she
and her family were eventu-

Imagine a place that
is peaceful, where stars can be
seen at night, the sunset reflects offofthe water, and sets
into the beautiful blue ocean.
A place where cafe's are abundant, the night scene is spectacular, and not to mention
the shopping areas.
Now picture Israel,
and the first thing that enters
the mind.
The occurrences portrayed in the media are not
what Israel is about.
Americans make genGwendolyn Richie
eralizations based on what is
portrayed in the media.
beauty of the country, and its
When Israel is dis- ancient history.
cussed, people often mention
There are bright
bombings, fighting, and vio- beaches, poverty in places, and
lence. However, this is not al- different communities living
ways the case.
on many banks.
I learned otherwise by
Many of I raelis are al\ a\\owed to board.
discussing Israel with some- immigrants or descendants of
one who has actually experi- immigrants from Poland, See Israel on page 15

vending sales for Aramark at
the Astrodome.
Hall was among fifteen other vendors from
:r
Aramark stadiums around the
0
country.
~
8c;
While in Boston, he
:1 stayed at the Sheraton Hotel
! and rubbed elbows with some
g, of the country's top baseball
~ athletes.
~
However, Hall did receive a rude awakening on the

.,,

Chris Hall, Astrodome
employee

trip.

Ryan McGuinty
Panther Staff

This past summer,
Prairie View student Chris
Hall, a vendor for Aramark
food service, was selected to
participate in Major League
Baseball's annual All-Star
game in Boston, Mass.
Hall, a senior from
Houston, attended the game
as a result of having the most

"The fans in Boston
are rowdy and deeply into the
game ofbaseball, and not laid
back like the fans in Houston," he said.
Hall has met many celebrities and attended several
historical sites.
"I met Chris Rock,
Rick Fox, and many baseball
hall of famers," said Hall.
Next year, the all star
game will be held in the city of
Atlanta at Turner Fie\d.
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Braids, Fades and Purple Kool-Aid®
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ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
oth<:?.r college co~.. Army ~~TC sophomores without obligation
offers_ hauds-on ~ g . Training and requires about five hours
that give~ you expenence and ~ per week. It will put your life
helps bu>ld conl,dence,char- ~ on a wholenewcouue,
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.IRMYROTC
THE SMUl'EST COLLEGE C:OtJUE YOU CD TUE

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Clinic for the summer.
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint
Marys and Rochester Metoodist Hospital.
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a four-year
baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient care
experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting.
Ma)'O Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital Recognition
Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center.
Application Deadline: January 15, 2000
For more information contact:

Mayo Clinic & Hofpitals

gfJ·•s

Summer Ill Program i :-tlfman Resources
Ozmun East • 200 First Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905
1-8()().562-7984

, ••••,.. ,.,_.

Find out more. Contact CPT Kizzie at 409-857-4612.

Miyo Clinic is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.

A smoke-free instiMion.
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Mesquite-borne encephalitis outbreak occurs in New York
Results of seizures and swelling of the brain prove fatal
By Kayln L. Bullock
Bussiness Manager

In New York City
there has been a outbreak of
mosquito-borne encephalitis.
This disease is one that can
spread anywhere as long as
the weather is right.
The species of mosquito (Culex pipiens) that is
carrying the St. Louis encephalitis is very lethal, and
is an urban breed that
spreads in polluted storm
drains
and
sewers.
St. Louis encephalitis can cause seizure, paralysis and swelJing of the brain
that is sometimes fatal, especially to infants, elderly
and people with immune deficiency. Some of the symptoms include fever, headache,

and lethargy.
Scientists are currently trying to find a w.ay to
detect symptoms of the disease. One concrete hypothesis
that they have derived is that
most cities are susceptible to
outbreaks.
The disease first hit
St. Louis in 1933 and since
then more than 4,000 cases
have been reported in the
United States over the past
thirty years, including Houston and Chicago.
It has been predicted
that no other city will have a
taste of the encephalitis outbreak this year because the
mosquito spends winters underground nesting in sewer
lines. If this is so, then the
epidemic in New York should
end.
In order to help end

this deadly epidemic New
York, health officials are
spraying the city with
malathion insecticide. There
have been eleven confirmed
cases and three deaths due to
the St. Louis encephalitis, and
65 other people are under investigation because they may
also be infected.
Since New York has
been around, the city has never
had a mosquito control program because it has never had
a serious mosquito-related
epidemic. Since the outbreak,
formed a program to save the
human lives.
Most cities in the
United States have a type of
program so when such a situation occurs, the will have an
idea or plan of how to react
and what actions to take.
One way encephalitis

virus is being found in advance is using chickens as
guinea pigs. Chickens are
placed in certain areas and
tested weekly. When chickens
were tested in 1990, 75% of
them tested positive in June.
Other cities are becoming more alert and aware
of the seriousness of this disease and are taking actions if
they did not have a plan. For
example, in New Jersey, after
hearing about the New York
problem, the city began placing hens in marshy areas to
test if mosquitoes with the
disease had infested their
state, patterning after
Floridas plan.
It is believed that due
to the shortage of water, birds
migrated to places where there
was water and it happened to
be the same place being shared

by mosquitoes, which lay their
eggs in the water.
It has been concluded
that droughts play a major
role in the spreading of the
disease.
Duane Gublen of the
Center for Disease Control
said the Culex Pipens mosquito thrives in dry conditions.
"It breeds best in
ponds and storm drains that
become partially dried up because the proportion oforganic
content in the water increases," Gublen stated.
Another discovery
was found by John Day of the
University of Florida.
"The rainfall during
the epidemic is always lower
than the 100-year average
monthly rainfall for that area,
in some cases as much as six
to eight inches," said Day.
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To Place an ad in
"11'/bfl lPflwtlhfllf~
please contact
Student Publications
@ (409) 857-2132/4107
Fax@857-2340 or come
by the Memorial Student
Center
Room 114

By Eric Blaylock

Dog on, first
to discover
Sirus star
system

Panther Staff

Have you ever gazed
into the sky at night ? If you
have, many realize that even
though stars are millions of
miles away, on a good night it
seems as ifyou could reach out
and touch a star.
I'm sure some of you
have heard the phrase "the
sky is the limit." This may
hold true to some, but for the

History revealed
by famous author
makes for easier reading.
This set of fifteen stories concern the writer's homeSo it's not" How Stella town ofDublin, Ireland. Each
Got Her Groove Back" or" In- story details some aspect of
terview with the Vampire". the life ofworking class people
Really, it does require thought of that city.
but the reader is rewarded for
The first story, "The
the effort. It is" Dubliners", a Sisters," deals with a young
book of short stories by the boy's reaction to the death of a
late Irish-born writer James priest he knew.
Joyce.
Another
story,
Though he is not the "Grace," concerns the decifirst writer thought of when sion of a group of friends to
choosing light reading Joyce rededicate their lives to God
certainly is note-worthy.
by attending church and a reHis writing has in- treat.
fluenced many well-known auThe longes t story,
thors; including Nobel Prize "The Dead," is one of the most
Winner Toni Morrison, by in- memorable. The main chartroducing a technique called acter Gabriel finds out that
stream of consciousness in when his wife was younger,
which a character's thoughts she was in love with a young
are written as they happen.
man who later died. Her love
An example of this for him, apparent even as she
appears in the latter part of retells the story years later,
the Morrison novel" Beloved" bothers her husband.
when two of the characters
By showing one moSethe and Beloved express ment in the lives of these and
thier thoughts about one an- other characters, each story
other and earlier events in the gives a unique slice of life in
story.
Dublin during the early 1900s.
While stream of conThough the full meansciousness is used in other ing ofthe stories does not come
Joyce novels like "tnysses" and about after just one reading,
"Finnegan's Wake", it is absent from "Dubliners", which See Joyce on page 15

By Somer Taylor
Panther Staff
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Dogon tribe the sky and per- serve.
According to the
ception is limitless.
The star referred to is Dogon, one of the brightest
Located in Southeast- Sirius B. Known astrologicaly stars, known as Sirius A, is
ern Mali, West Africa, the as the Dog-Star, Sirius B is orbited by a tiny secret star
Dogons have astounded the one of the furthest and small- (Sirius B) which they refer to
world with their complex and est stars in the solar system. as 'po.'
impressive astronomical pheMany European anSirius B traces an elnomena.
thropologists and western sci- liptical path around Sirius A,
The foundation of entist didn't discover this taking 50 years to complete.
their religious teaching and break through until the late The Dogon also know that
solar observation is knowledge 1800s. The Dogon knew about
about a star that is invisible the Sirius star system 700
to the eye and difficult to ob- years ago.

See Dogon on page 15

A Real-World Medical School
Meeting the CliaDenge of
Real life's N~s.
"Preparing our
students fot a new hea\th
care de\ive.t'f ~ \s what we

do best at Texas Tech

Medical Center.
How treatment is delivered must

be re-examined regularly. We take
a new look at old methods on a
daily basis. This is the besr way to

prepare our students for

tomorrow's challenges.
There's a gream.ess waiting
for you at Texas Tech Medical
C.enter. Grab it now!"

Joel Kupersmith, M.D.
Dean. Texas Tech School ofMedicine

Earn Extra Cash
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New distri9~~~f9f~g_on Chronicle
needs ca
bours per

/

Self Service IAundry
Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week
7 a.m- 9 p.m.

Last Wash 8:40 p.m.

$
~
... ·
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409-372-9190

1-800-442-8929

Wash & Fold Service
.60 lb./ over 35 lbs. - .50 lb.
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Big city play utilizes local talent
seeing Oz, a
HBO sitcom,yo
would probabl
think you'v
seen everythin
you need to se
about prison.
"In car
ceration," will
take you to the
next level.
Theplay
takes you to a
realm that is believable and
feels truly real.
The acting within this The men of Incarcerated, a play at the Encore Theater In Houston, TX.
play will give you
a taste of reality as you see played by Curtis Von, a young Andre excepts his adoption
what goes on in prison, and actor who played a part in and thinks it is the best thing
makes you feel like you are Jason's Lyric . Andrew feels that ever happened to him.
actually in the Harris county as ifhe was abandoned by his He received a great educajail.
older brother, Andre, played tion, new parents, and a better life all together. He doesn't
The play setting is a by Erran Baker.
small dayroom that has been
The boys are two of want anything to do with his
converted into a eel\ for the four children in a single par- blood family, in fact he has
l)risoners wbo are pouring m. ent home. The mother was tried to cut that portion of his
'The -reason {oy converting the unable to support. all of her lifo out.
da-yyoo'ln was because of the child-ren, so she gave the oldAndrew, on the other
overcrowding of the facility.
hand, has wanted nothing
est child up for adoption.
The play begins with
As the play progresses, more than a big brother to
main character, Andrew, the boys become men, and help take some of the slack.

MEXICO
THE HAPPY 1:BAVELERS

, ~~/'.~~:;~

OLE!! You are invited to

jqfj:,9~fqr a day of shopping
1

and sight-seeing in.1£aslEl4tes, Mexico.

Date:

1999

L. Hughes-281-798-1745 (dayti~~),;.,;,J.ii£$;£@W.»:w-'?
281-437-0770 (night)
Relax in comfort on the party bus with a professional driver

ENTERTAINMENT
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Lost Boyz find new energy as
L81!.'!i/-!.~'!
l!ff~J~•/
or

He feels if he had an older
brother, they would have been
able to conquer the world together.
The boys get locked
up in prison together and
Andre continues to feel the
same as before. Only now he
doesn't want anyone to know
that they are Telated in any
form or fashion. Andrew wilJ
have the toughest time keeping their secret because the
love he has for his brother will
always be there.
Also starring in the
playingis two ofPrairie View's
own, Donte' Hodges and J.
Quali Clay. Hodges is Player,
a young, smooth brother who
will show you the definite flip
side to the term "inmate." Clay
is one ofthe guards, who comes
across as being mean and ob-

see Play on page 11

Earn
Money
How would you like to earn
money every time someone
uses the phone? Tums on
the light? Watches cable?
TV? Surfs the net? I am
offering every student the
opportunity to own his or
her own business and make
lots of money without
leaving campus. For more
information contact
independent Rep. 306454506 at 1-800506-1144
ext. 8832
or 972-283-3294, e-mail
daaalex13@aol.com

sixth week of school, right? I
don't know about you out there
in the world, but I'm under
pressure already. I know my
seniors, especially the ones trying to leave this great institution in December are feeling it.
Nothing that a little sleep
wouldn't take care of, or a really good party. Or one after
the other, you choose. Either
way, The Lost Boyz have the
remedy for your blues.
Mr. Cheeks, Pretty
Lou (yeah, right) and Spigg
Nice come together like Voltron
to form the Lost Boyz, and this
album is the sword that happens when they clamp their
fists together.
Entitled LB N LIFE,
the CD is eighteen cuts offluff,
but in a nice way. Like a good
pillow right when you want to
sleep, or a cutie that WILL go
to IHOP after meeting you at
the party. Nothing too hard.
Nothing too soft. Something
just right.
A fourth member
Raymond "FreakyTah" Rogers
(R.I.P.) was murdered senselessly this past summer, but
the group turns the tragedy
into yet another example of
that "this is for my homies"
type vibe, featuring his disembodied vocals on five of the
total tracks.
Cheeks is not N as ,
Scarface or even that cat who
insists on rapping from his
window in Drew.
If you want solid lyrics
that will be the featured verse
of the month in Source, check
Scaramanga or Black Star,
which are still the hottest albums of the late 90s. You just

Play from page 10
doesn't take orders from any
one except the captain. He
believes he is the devil and
preaches this to every new
group of inmates that get
locked up.
Errol Anthony Wilks
is Shank, a ring leader in
prison who is all about starting and keeping up trouble.
Edward Spinks plays
Nate, an old and wise inmate
who knows the ropes and
preaches nothing but knowl-

1···.··••. ·•····
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2 uestions
•

Who is the idiot who crashed into the post office?
Why do people e-mail their friends who they see everyday?
Why does the yearbook only come out once every six years?
When your roommate tells you no one caJled while you were
gone, do you believe them?
5. Why do they serve the same thing in The Underground that
they serve upstairs in Alumni?
6. Why is 97.9The Box still playing Aaliyah's "Are You That
Somebody" like it just came out?
7. How many of you actually went to class last Friday?
8. What is the purpose of the Panther DoJls?
9. What possessed the Marching Storm to play "La Vida Loca"
at halftime?
10. Why weren't the students notified of the changes with the
Houston phone line?
11. Why do all of Mariah Carey's songs sound just alike?
12. What happened to aJl of the 'hot cars' on campus?
13. Did all of the owners choose to pay their car note instead
of tuition?
14. Will the Omegas have more than one person go over this
year?
15. Who is Miss Prairie View?
16. Why are we all so happy that Taco Bell now serves
MexiMelts and Mexican Piuas'?
17. Why is the bowling coacb a\so th.e vo\\eyba\\ coacb'?

1.
2.
3.
4.

want to chill and listen to
something while John Madden 2000 loads up? You've
come to the right place.
"Ghetto Jiggy," the
first single, features Tah and
the boys making no sense at
all, but having a good time
while they do it. How you can
be ghetto and jiggy? I don't
know, but they try.
BasicaJly the Boyz
are concerned with representing their crew, drinking
Guinness, and putting a_way
massive quantities of Mary
Jane. The thing is they are
so smiley-happy about it, you
can't help but like it.
"Risin to the Top" is
one for those cookouts that
we're just starting to miss.
It's one of the few songs your
mother will poke her head in
the door and listen to. Even
if it's just for a few minutes,
she'll stay at least until the
"Old Dirty Bastard" soundalike comes in on the hook.
edge to the younger inmates.
Rocfielle L. Living is
Youngster, a young burglar
who is headed down the road
of destruction.
Alfred G. Rhodes and
Kelly James (double cast) play
Abdul, a brother who is part
of the Nation of Islam, and
doesn't practice what he
preaches.
V. Edward Smith is
another guard who loves his
job and gets his kicks out of
pushing around the inmates.

"Plug Me In" and
"New York City War Call" will
have you humming the hook
for the next two weeks. You
won't know why, you just will
be.
ln the environment
artists find themselves in, and
when two albums are what a
career makes, the LB's have
much to be thankful for. They
have two gold albums and a
well-deserved reputation as
one of the best party crews out
there. They also have had
their share of misfortune including Tah's untimely passing and making a cameo appearance on Queen Pen's
"Party Ain't A Party."
They seem to be back
on track with their latest album. It's in the middle of the
dance floor, far away from the
mike, but directly in the spotlight.

Panther Staff

Aponte' Goodlette is
Dred, a real Jamaican who
specializes in the sale of illegal drugs.
Kevin Ballew is TMan, a sex crazed rapist who
does nothing more but instigates trouble on.
The play is for mature
audiences and does have some
brief nudity.

ByJ.Q~~
Panther Staff

1.8. Why weTe there on\-y £we l) o-p\e at tbe -pe-p Ta\\'j \ s w
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19. Why are the Kappas the only people who can get a meeting
with President Hines?
20. What do you think?

Wewant..to know what you think. Pkase submit any

.qrJes~.you may have iv The Panllieri Rm. IJ4 'thelfSC.
, , ·..Q,'-4:tNiiit dre.prmt(!d lfl")n di$cretkm c/ThePanthe(.,
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SPORTS NEWS
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After receiving bis fotmal tr~-j ~ ~t tb~'\vqi}d •'
~Bell~chin?Institute,l:»~~tf-8-vel~,to\fle';,Windy

city' to pr.1-lctice his trade. While nd.mg th,e ~«.ail of a
more talented teammate, Poopen didn't realize his .super

abilitie:J -until his -f~mous teammate began to pursue his .
short-lived baseball career.
·
During this time Poopenp-roelaimedbitnself to be

th~ !1~ l~ader of his team. Unfortunatelyxhis playing
ab1hties did n<>t m~~ch his self• imposed huge ego.
.
Not surpnsmgly, the team. and Poopen did not
l'tltum to c\uu.np,cmsnl'p tonn dt1ring thoae two 1eani.
Mter a short retirement, his teammate returned~
i:oopen and the rest of the team readyfor his coat tail. to be
ndden once more-. For a short time the development of
Poopen's whining was at a standstiU,
Return to Prominence

Enjoying success yea-c: after ~ar, .Poopents team· ·
was at the top of the food chain. Regardless of this fact
~~open fou~d a way and a reason to whine. Suffering a foot
mJury dunng the season, Poopen procrastinated having
su~el'y to correct; the problem during the a.ummer-. fie
chumed he was attempting to let his foot rest in hopes of
s<>me type of recovfz-ey taking place.
Poopen's idea of rest was touring the nation for his
sbce<:ompanyendorsingabran.d new athletie.shoe. Doesn't
any coae~ want one of their million dollar athletes having
su~~ry 3ust weeks before training camp ~gins? After
cntic1sm from the fans and the media, Poopen re.turned to ·
fot?1 and began making exJuses and whining like the baby
he _tS-After all, true ~amp1ons -~ways re~m to ehampion-

sh1p form ...even whiners.
,·,:-=:-==·
· TheLott~StarYear
·->'="

.

.
lmmediately f~l~owingthebrewc '1p the ~hampi~n..
sh1p team., and theretinng of the star:player and the head
coach, Poopen headed south to the "Lone Star" state. _
W1th the restructuring of an established players

~onwact, Poopen uro<:keted" to this cop.tending team. flav•
mg hopes of inore cltiimpi(}~hips anci opporlwiities to ·
moan a~d comj>l?in, ~oopen°s?Iil~<lfo.r·the capera~, g:tv~
all the ngptan~~ers to media, imdhadhisn.ew head eoaeh
· l>elieving:tlj.~ hyp~;L~t!J, did.iuiyone knowtlia~he
~ Similac AssassuC:C "· . . .. .
·•. f
·• . f .,.. ;;;-,,.; Yth~..
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!;~~~tyeat ~~~~!t~ers in Dallas
The way Prairie
View's offense started off the
last Saturday night, the Tigers of Grambling were on
theirwaytobecomingthePanthersfirstSWACwininnearly
a decade.
Unable to capitalize
ontheirfaststartcoupledwith
GramblingquarterbackLionel
Hayes' three touchdowns, the
Panthers fell to Grambling 4719 before 51,000 fans at the
annualAJLibscombStateFair
Classic in Dallas.
The Panther offense,
which has struggled against
SWAC opponents all season,
came to work right away in
th e firS t quarter.
After a missed field
goal by Grambling on their
opening drive, sophomore
quarterback Jamaal Foster

their first
SWACtouchdown of the
year with an
8-yard toss to
WR Marcus
Ballard.
After
another defensive stop
by the Panthers, Foster
again led the
Panthers up
the field with ease.
The Panthers settled
for a 38-yard field goal by
freshmen kicker Chris Dailey
on the drive to go up 10-0 on
the Tigers.
Unfortunately, things
turned sour for the Panthers
after their outstanding
start.
After a missed field

Managing
Editor

Less~anaye-arafterarriving:.._ZIP J>OWBANG!!!

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or
sophomore with good
grades.apply now for a
three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army
ROTC. Army ROTC
scholarships pay
-

tuition, most books and
fees,plus$150perschool
month. They also pay off
with leadership experience and officer credentials impressive to
future emy:oye,s.

i=

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

finished~::~~~,#. ft! 1\1~•ra:~rio~:~~.

. hfiia.dgua~~ l®~tion in.the northw~~.
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individuals appear at a typical tryout.
Each season Moore
manages to compose a team of
20 players who can execute a
play called 'Unbelievable'.
Many teams have become victims of this offensive
play which often takes only
three seconds to move from
the huddle to the line of scrimmage, often catching their opponents unprepared.
With 30 percent of the
team composed of individuals
who have previously participated in track, basketball, and
even football, Moore along
with
assistant
coach
Jonathian Few and defensive
coach Derek Lewis, convey to
the team their expectations of
the season and listen to the
team's expectations of them
in return thereby enhancing
the player coach relations.
"We sometimes recruit, but only the best eventually make the team," Moore

Find out more. Contact CPT Kizzie at 409-857-4612 .
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Age: 21
Height: 6'3

Hometown:
Houston, Texas
Fantasy Dinner:
My Parents
Stacey Dash

When it comes to being good at what an individual
does, Prairie View A&M University intramural football
head coach of the HE~llraisers,
Michael Moore, is a prime example.
As a previous three
letterman and all district
11
Pain is
player from Westbury High
School in Houston and an All
Conference player from North
Iowa University, Moore has
managed to take the game to
another level.
Commonly known as
'Mike Moe', Moore's knowledge of the game has made his
team undefeatable in regular
season games since 1996.
It was in 1996 when said.
Proving that the
he lost his only championship
game due to a controversial Hellraisers are on a level by
themselves, they discontinue
catch.
He uses game tactics practices once the season
such as the 'Nasty Ah,' which starts and show up to their
motivates the team before and games mentally and physically prepared.
after every game.
At the conclusion of
As the only certified
each
win
over their opponents
coach among the eight teams
the
coaching
staff along with
competing for the intramural
the
team
says
a prayer of
chamrionship, 'Mike Moe'
thanks
and
for
their late
stresses the importance of
Hell
raiser
teammate
Sharone
player coach relationships.
"Shaky"
Creer.
He studies the game
No championship
and watches a lot of films,
team
is
without controversy ..,,. .,.
constantly improving his
~
coaching abilities and enlight- and the Hellraisers are no exception.
Some
have
accused
enmE::nt.
According to Moore, them of influencing the
player skills composed of the referee's to cheat. "Referee's
basics, "good feet, smarts, get paid to perform their job,"
knowledge of the game and Moore said. Being the best
the ability to catch, the many of the calls go our way.
Hellraisers can be considered If the opposing teams scored
the bible belt for the universi- on the board, they would not
ties team". Moore said that need something as simple as a
fromtheHellraiserstotheuni- call to win."
As a junior history
versity, is considered going
major,
Moore
is currently expro, since the Prairie View
ploring
many
options
concernA&MUniversityfootball team
ing
his
future.
has about ten players that
When asked if he
were Hellrai:.ers.
would
consider
being a coach
The team's uniforms
for
PVAMU,
Moore comare black and gold, signifying
mented
on
how
he would be
their "dominance over others"
the
best
candidate
since he
as they take the field during
already
posses
player
coach
their night games. With most
relationships
with
the
athhearing about the Hellraisers
letes.
by name,
at least
50 to 60
._ _____
.......
.

Favorite Movie:
Varsity Blues
Favorite Food:
Chick.en

Major: Health

temporary, pride is forever."
- Schedrick Houston
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SPORTS NEWS

Undefeated in regular season since 1996

Bowers

JACK
54W
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Hellraisers intimidate others

By Santee's

goal attempt by Dailey, the
Panther defense was caught
napping again when Anderson hauled in another pass
from Hayes to take a 13-10
lead.
In a matter of minutes, the momentum the Panthers had early in the game
shifted to the Tigers who never
relinquished it.
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COMIC RELIEF

CAMPUS NEWS

Israel from page 7

In Brief

4-H health program focuses on
teen health issues
Waller
Cooperative program teaches young people how
to make healthy choices about eating and exercising.
The 4-H health program will center the main
purpose of the program through education rather than
intervention and treatment.
During Oct 3-9, 1999, the National 4-H week will
be celebrated in Waller County. For more information
contact Shelli Williamson, County Extension Agent at
(409) 826-7651 or (281) 391-5565.

Asian longhorned beetle potential
problem in 14 states

MON

* Oct 12

Columbus Day (Observed)

TUES

* Oct 12
* Oct 13
* Oct 26

Columbus Day
Gamma Sigma Sigma Stroll Off - MSC5:30p.m.
Texas Southern - Houston, TX 7p.m. (volleyball)

* Oct 13

Gamma Sigma Sigma Stroll Off - MSC5:30p.m.
Southern - Baton Rouge, LA 7p.m. (volleyball)

WED

THUR •Oct 3-9
* Oct 8-10

Waller
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service is currently
trying to keep track of a 'non-native' insect- the Asian
Longhorned Beetle.
The beetles attack many acres of hardwood trees.
Resea-rcheTS have not been able to control the
insect because it is immune to insecticides. The -removal
process of this insect would require the destruction of
trees, which can be expensive.

* Oct 20

FRI

* Oct 8
Oct 15
Oct 22

people walk more." stated the door to a home can be left the Dogon astrology includes Joyce from page 9
Richie.
unlocked, or unattended, and Saturn rings and the four maand her children wee taken to
Many Americans have nothing would be taken or jor moons of Jupiter. They de- the stories on the surface are
an absorption center. This is prejudices againstlsraeli's, be- touched upon arrival.
veloped four calendars, for the interesting alone.
an apartment complex, with cause Israel is depicted as a
There are many sun, moon, Sirius and Venus
The reader is introkitchen, and bathroom facili- violent place, and women have cafe's, places to shop , and they also knew that planets duced to a world rich with the
ties. She and her family also no rights. Richie was asked if dance clubs, and everything orbit the sun. By discovering expressions and mannerisms
received assistance by the gov- she felt safe, and if she felt is basically within walking that Sirius B was twin to Sirius oflreland at the time, and can
ernment. The entire country that it was better in Jerusa- distance, so there is really no A in the Sirius star system, easily imagine the streets, resreceives health care, so that lem.
need for a car.
they surpassed all advanced taurants, and apartments the
was arranged for she and her
"I felt welcomed, like I
technology at that time.
characters frequent or call
family as well. The food was !\7as home, and yes in some
According to Dogon sto- home.
basically healthy, and con- ways I do feel it was a little
ries, their astrological knowlMost standards for
sisted of pitas, beans, lentils, better there, because it is less Dogon from page 9
edge was given to them by the fun reading are not that high.
many spices, lamb dishes, and violent than America. There
Nommos, are amphibious be- The fact that it is literature,
vegtables.
are random bombings in Sirius Bis composed of a su- ings sent to earth from Sirius however, may motivate those
"The country does not Jerusalem, but it is generally perdense material making it for the benefit of mankind.
who are looking for a chalhave problems with obesity much safer than in America," heavier than all iron on
TheNommoswerecon- lenge as well as enjoyment
because there are not many said Richie.
Earth.
Along with sidered saviors and spiritual while reading to give Joyce a
fast food restauraqts, and
According to Richie, the knowledge of Sirius B, guardians.
try.

Fire Prevention Week

Pant-her

CROSS•c K H E B Y V S P M

Conroe Cajun Catfish Festival •
Centenary College-Sheveport, LA 7p.m. (volleyball)
Southern - Prairie View 7p.m. (volleyball)
Alcorn State - Prairie View 7p.m. (volleyball)

Comics
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MAGIC MAZE
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org.
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PMK I FEDBYWUSQFO
MKIFDDSBZXWUHEY

temtory

14 Earlier
than
IS Opened.
ina way

SAT

* Oct 8
* Oct 9
* Oct16

* Oct 23

Alcorn State - Lorman, MS 1:30p.m. (football)
Jackson State - Jackson, MS 3p.m. (volleyball)
Wiley College - Praire View 2p.m. (volleyball)
Jackson State - Prairie View Sp.m. (volleyball)
Panhandle State- Prairie View 2p.m. (football)

S SNQREVOONLAN. R J

17 Ashen
18 "Whoam

HTFODHYDPC l
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•judge'?°'
19Kumquat
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shaddock
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RQPNMLJLSIHFRED
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
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ofl\

2' 1/lofa
19?0

mcmebde

25 Tool< die
puc

Board of Global Ministries,
United Methodist Church,
Room 1337, 4 75 Riverside
Drive, New York, NY
10115. (212/870-3787)
Deadline Feb 1

Irene
and
Daisy
MacGregor Memorial
Scholarship Awarded to
students who have been
accepted to an accredited
school of medicine to pursue an M.D. Scholarship is
$5,000 annually for up to
four years.
Eligibility: Annual transcript review is required for
renewal. For more information contact the National
Society Daughters of the
American Revolution, DAR
Scholarship Committee,
Mrs. James G. Harrison,

National Chairman, P.O. Box
1669, Ferriday, LA 71334.
Deadline April 15

1. What Is a libra,y cat?
2. What cat loves water?
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2B Srage

55 Wiael Cl
al.
56 Hudlon

exaas.

for sbon
31 Play
divisions
33 Ump
350rand-

woe
.O~
brim.fcir
Ollie

!~~
451..imn
47 Bouom
line

48 Dadaism

founder

American Indian Graduate Center Students who are
members of a federally recognized tribe and are enrolled
in graduate study at accredited institutions may apply
for scholarships Eligibility:
Based on unmet need. Application packets are mailed out
from Jan through late May
2000 and there is a $15 application fee. For more information contact the American
Indian Graduate Center,
4520 Montgomery Blvd. NE,
Suite 1-B, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87109 (505/881-4584)
Deadline May 2000 E-mail:
www.aigc.com

.19SSf ~ful

room type
38 Winier

•HI, DIDDLE, DIDDLE, THE CAT AND THE RIDDLEt•
You1 be in the catbird seat ff you can solve these two
puzz1ers:

.__......_.....__

26 Amhed

Kale
36 Mush-

Business and Profes- Jan l
sional Women's Career
Advancement Scholarship Female citizens of the Crusade Scholarship
U.S. who are at least 25 U.S. citizens and permayears of age and will be - nent residents or persons
completing training in an applying for residency who
accredited program in the are members of an ethnic
U.S. Eligibility: Scholar- minority, members of the
ships are awarded to those United Methodist Church,
with critical needs who are and are enrolled in a fullseeking the education nee- time program at an accredessary for entry or re-en- ited graduate, professional
try into advancement or seminary school.
within the work-force. For Eligibility: Awards are
more information, send a based on financial need and
double-stamped, self-ad- academic standing. Preferdressed envelope to Schol- ence is given to first-time
arships/Loans, Business graduate degree students
and Professional Women's seeking vocations in misFoundation, 2012 Massa- sion leadership in church
chusetts Avenue, N.W., and society. Program may
Washington, D.C. 20036 be contacted at: Ernestine
Students may request Mumford, Crusade Scholapplications starting arship Program, General
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"Just Chillin" by:
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Quincy Higgins & Calico Hicks
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Enlightenment begins with questions concerning ourselves

By Justin D.
Panther Staff

What is respect?
Is it when I open the
door for a female, and then
she runs up fast so I won't be
left standing a long period of
time to catch the door before

I am tired of waiting, and then
she says "thank you"?
Is it when I take my
hat off before I step into a
building?
Is it when I say yes sir

We didn't become Fortune• magazine's America's
Most Admired Company* by accepting the status quo.
We got there by hiring and training graduates with the
confidence and courage to think in innovative and
revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity
of opportunities at GE. Because we have small company
attitudes with large company strengths, we set no limits,
no boundaries. You can move from industry to industry,
discipline to discipline, and never leave GE.
We're a leader in every busll_less we compete in,
and we're looking for leaders like Leyton who will take
us even further. Start your career by visiting our website
now. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

or no sir to an elder?
Why are the majority of people who emphasize
those basic three courtesies,
the main ones who are disre-

Oh yeah, we all can
give a speech on how all black
women are queens and all
black males are kings, but what
comes after that?
What ha
when

Please Join us at
GE Information Session
Oct. 18th - 6:30 pm
john B. Coleman L ibrary
Please ronfim1 dales_& times with your
Carur Plaumenl Offire fo r any las/ minule changes.

Learn about us at

www.gecareers.com
We bring good things to life.
- ------------------------------GE Aircraft Engines • GEAppliances • GE Capital Services• GE Corporate Research and Development • GE Industrial Systems
GE Information Services · GE Lighting • GE Medical Systems • GE Piastres • GEPower Systems • GE Supply- GE Transportation Systems • NBC

' 3/1/99

we live our day to day lives?
To know what respect is, is to respect self
first.
How can someone
respect life if he or she cannot respect self.
If one respects self,
he or she can respect others.
When people respect
themselves, it will become a
way of life.
Knowing thyself begins when we ask ourselves
questions about our surroundings and ourselves.
Where are we as African people? And why are
we as African people?
I think we all should
go a little deeper than just
talking about opening doors.
How can we know
what respect is if we overlook it? Overlooking respect
is a scapegoat of reality.
I believe that reading " ile Valley Contributions to Civilization" will
give black people awareness of their surroundings.
The book will also
provide an appreciation of
th eir racial background.
When you have appreciation of being from African descent, the war within
becomes peace.
People do not realize what these so-called little
things do us.
This is why we cannot respect ourselves and
others; we have been fooled
so cleverly to dislike ourselves!
Racism did not
leave; it only changes its
form at different surroundings and times.
How can we respect
each other, and we hate ourselves?
Read Anthony T.
Browder's book.
This book helped me
so much to just respect life
period.
Every
African
American should take the
time to get to know themselves.
This know ledge will
get to the core of disrespect
that influences all commur1ities and societies of today.

